
Logical Operators

Lecture 08

“If You’re Happy and You Know It”

VSCode: Open Project -> View Terminal -> npm run pull -> npm start



Announcements

• PS2 due tonight at 11:59PM

• New PS released tonight??



Warmup: Which choice(s) is/are valid lines of code?

let x = await promptNumber("?");

let y = await promptNumber("?");

a) let e === x = y;

b) let e = x = y;

c) let e = x === y;

d) let e === x === y;
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Once you’ve got an answer, turn to your 
neighbor and take turns explaining why each 
choice is valid/invalid



if-then-else Statements

• Notice, like the if-then statement, the 
then block runs only when the test 
condition is true

• Unlike the if-then statement, the else block 
runs only when the test condition is false

• After either the then-block or else-block 
complete, they both continue to the same 
next step

falseif
test

then

else

true



How do we compare number and string data?

Test Math TypeScript Operator

"is greater than?" > >

"is at least?" ≥ >=

"is less than?" < <

"is at most?" ≤ <=

"is equal to?" = ===

"is not equal to?" ≠ !==

… with relational and equality operators!



How do we form compound logical statements?

• IF I am happy AND I know it, THEN I'll clap my hands.

• IF it is raining OR it is cold, THEN I'll grab my jacket.

• IF it is NOT a COMP101 assignment, THEN I will procrastinate.



The AND operator is &&

• The double ampersand && is a boolean operator

<boolean a> && <boolean b>

boolean value

• If both expressions connected by the && symbol 
are true, then the resulting boolean will be true. 
Otherwise it will be false.

true false

true true false

false false false

You read a truth table like a 
multiplication table. Start with a 
finger on one column label and 
one row label, per each side of the 
operator, and trace your way in.

AND truth table



The OR operator is ||

• The double vertical bar || is a boolean operator

<boolean a> || <boolean b>

boolean value

• If either expression connected by the || symbol 
is true, then the resulting boolean will be true. 
Otherwise it will be false.

true false

true true true

false true false

You read a truth table like a 
multiplication table. Start with a 
finger on one column label and 
one row label, per each side of the 
operator, and trace your way in.

OR truth table



How many values (whole numbers only) could 
be assigned to x and result in "B" printing.

let x: number = await promptNumber("Enter x");

if (3 > x || x > 5) {
print("A");

} else {
print("B");

}
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Hands-On: If you’re happy and you know it…

1. Open 08-logical-operators / 00-happy-and-you-know-it-app.ts

2. Read and understand the code that has been written for you

3. Declare a boolean variable knowIt and prompt the user: “Do 
you know it?” Store the result in knowIt

4. Write and if statement
• If happy is true AND knowIt is true, print: “Clap your hands”



import { print, promptBoolean } from "introcs";

export let main = async () => {

let happy: boolean = await promptBoolean("Are you happy?");
// TODO: Declare a boolean "knowIt" and prompt the user
let knowIt: boolean = await promptBoolean("Do you know it?");
// TODO: if happy and knowIt are both true, print "Clap your hands"
if (happy && knowIt) {

print("Clap your hands");
}

};

main();



How would you form a boolean expression that 
will evaluate to true for all number values of x in 
the dark line below (inclusive)?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6-1-2-3-4-5



The NOT operator is !

• The exclamation point is a unary boolean operator.

!<boolean a>

boolean value

• The expression following the NOT operator will 
evaluate to the opposite boolean value. True 
becomes false and false becomes true.

true false

not false true

NOT truth table



What does the following boolean expression 
evaluate to?

(!true || true) && (!false && false)
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Logical Operator Reference

Expression Is

true && true true

true && false false

false && true false

false && false false

Expression Is

true || true true

true || false true

false || true true

false || false false

Expression Is

!true false

!false true

&& AND || OR ! NOT

It is worth committing these to memory. Every programming language 
(including Excel) shares the same notion of these logical operations.



Relational versus Logical Operators

• Relational operators work with numbers or strings and evaluate to 
booleans

• Logical operators work with booleans and evaluate to booleans

let x: number = 5;
let y: number = 10;
let z: boolean = x > y

let x: boolean = false;
let y: boolean = true;
let z: boolean = x && y;



Challenge: What values of a, b, and c would cause 
the following expression to evaluate to true?

((a && b) || c) && ((a || b) && !c)
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Bonus: Is it possible for this expression to evaluate 
to true? If so, what values of a, b, and c would 
cause the following expression to evaluate to true?

(a > 9) && (a < c) && (c < 12 && !b)
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